Australia captures America's Cup

NEWPORT, R.I. — Australia II captured a stunning last-minute victory in the America's Cup sailboat regatta Tuesday and broke the United States' 132-year monopoly on the America's Cup with a historic, victory over the U.S. syndicate of America's Cup holder Liberty. The victory clinched the Cup for Australia, which has never before won the prestigious trophy. Australia II skippered by Ken Read won 4-2 Tuesday, with the deciding race sailed on Wednesday.

With the win, Australia II became the first American skipper to lose the Cup, a feat that had eluded former American skippers Joe Manley and Bill Koch, who had both lost the Cup to British challengers in 1977 and 1983, respectively.

The Australian victory means the Cup competition will have to start all over again for the first time since 1983, when it was relocated from Sandy Hook, N.J.

The Austies said that if they beat Liberty, they would get the Cup if the Cup was lost.

Blind residents face loss of building

Cup's repeal will leave this T

The Sydney Daily News

THE PARIS SAIL CUP will be sailed in two weeks time, with Australia II, skippered by Ken Read, expected to challenge for the Cup. The Cup will be sailed in Sydney, Australia's largest city, on Sydney Harbour, which is considered one of the world's most beautiful sailing grounds.

The Cup has been contested every year since 1851, with the exception of the years 1934 and 1939-45, during World War II. The Cup is awarded to the nation that wins the Cup, and is considered one of the world's most prestigious sailing competitions.

The Cup has been challenged for the last 132 years, with the United States having won the Cup 18 times, and Great Britain winning it 15 times.

The Cup is a symbolic representation of the United States' preeminence in sailing, and is considered one of the world's most prestigious sailing competitions. The Cup has been contested every year since 1851, with the exception of the years 1934 and 1939-45, during World War II. The Cup is awarded to the nation that wins the Cup, and is considered one of the world's most prestigious sailing competitions.

The Cup has been challenged for the last 132 years, with the United States having won the Cup 18 times, and Great Britain winning it 15 times.

The Cup is a symbolic representation of the United States' preeminence in sailing, and is considered one of the world's most prestigious sailing competitions.
Chinese food rolls on campus

By BRAD RICHMAN

It's 2 p.m.; Dining Service is closed, and you're miss-
ing fresh bread and lunch. You're doing fast food, but one idea of another destination makes your stomach r rum. Wait. There's a cart on the street corner with the idea of another chance to make your stomach rum. The Chinese food vendor has arrived, serving lunch. You can feel the "wow" down in your gut. He offers you his wares, and you choose "dumplings" over "shoes" over any other comment. College sophomore Michael Kwass said last night for students like him, "The Chinese food stand is a life savor. And the latest in fall fashion turn cold. The leaves fall from the trees such as cobalt blue and white, red and brown. But this fall, the Japanese influence is still felt strongly in this season's fashion. "As in the spring, helps make a fashion statement," College sophomore Michael Kwass said last night: "It has an Asian influence, and is softer than the other colors such as cobalt blue and white, red and brown. But this fall, the Japanese influence is still felt strongly in this season's fashion. "As in the spring, helps make a fashion statement," College sophomore Michael Kwass said last night: 

Collegetown manager Nancy Miller, another student in Zuckschwerdt, said the class is "a part of our curriculum." "It's history, but still a part of our curriculum," said the class is first taught as a seminar two years ago to test student interest, and has grown in size exponentially. "Even the most conservative customers want something more profound, but, hey, they're buying them." "They could be buying something more profound, but hey, they're buying them." 

"Sometimes, I think the course is a waste of time," Zuckschwerdt said. "They could be buying something more profound, but hey, they're buying them." 

"They could be buying something more profound, but hey, they're buying them."

"Sorry."

"We are the first to lose face and care for what America is all about.

One of the Chinese food stands at the corner of 34th and Walnut Streets

Not So Long Ago

History course explores change in 60's America

Bea Freeman
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One of the Chinese food stands at the corner of 34th and Walnut Streets

Fashion: knitwear and layering hot off the rack

By Shari Cohen

Autumn is in the air. Drench the last of the summer heat and the first of the cooler breezes from the cottons.
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Remembering Jim O'Brien

By Dave Silk

Watching television news is a pro-
duced activity for me. I don't like it and I don't want to do it. I can sense a lot of tension in me getting ready to do it. I just turn to the news. I have noticed that this is the case for many people. I would always watch the news-
only because it is on television. This is a way of coping with the world. It is a way of escaping from reality. If you watch too much television, it can become addictive.

You can also see this in the way that people react to the news. They often express a great deal of emotion in response to what they see on the television. This is because the news is a powerful medium that can have a strong influence on people.

There are many different reasons why people watch television news.

For example, some people watch television news because they are interested in current events. Others watch television news because they want to be entertained. Some people watch television news because they feel it is their duty to stay informed. There are many other reasons why people watch television news.

But whatever the reason, it is clear that television news plays an important role in our lives. It is a powerful medium that can be used to inform, to entertain, and to educate. It is a medium that is becoming increasingly important in our society.

However, it is important to remember that television news is not the only way to get information. There are many other sources of information available, and it is important to use a variety of sources to get a complete picture of what is happening in the world.

If you are interested in watching television news, there are many different channels and programs to choose from. It is important to find one that meets your needs and interests.

But whatever you choose, it is important to remember that television news is a powerful medium that can have a strong influence on you. It is important to use it wisely and to ensure that it is used to inform, to entertain, and to educate.

Life is like a television news program. You never know what will happen next.
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Night Life

Philadelphia

This Friday night September 9th, the Second Story will host an exclusive late night dance club to welcome the fun loving student who enjoys dancing after lights out. The dance will start by 1:00 a.m. and run until 6:00 a.m. with midnight closing. Admissions will be free for men between 18 and 35 before midnight and $3 after midnight. Women and students before midnight and $3 after midnight. Women and students

Since the Second Story is a private facility members can come up until 6:00 a.m on weekends. This means you can come up to 6:00 a.m. and just go to sleep the second there is a problem. Since the Second Story is an exclusive dance club, we cannot guarantee the availability of seats. If you are interested in attending please call 3537 Locust Walk.

Philadelphia also offers a unique late night dance club the Second Story. This club is open every Friday and Saturday night from 1:00 a.m to 6:00 a.m. This club is not for the faint of heart or those who do not enjoy dancing to the latest tunes. The dance floor is open to everyone and there is plenty of room to move around.

Since the Second Story is a private facility, members can come up until 6:00 a.m on weekends. This means you can come up to 6:00 a.m and just go to sleep the second there is a problem. Since the Second Story is an exclusive dance club, we cannot guarantee the availability of seats. If you are interested in attending please call 3537 Locust Walk.

Since the Second Story is an exclusive dance club, we cannot guarantee the availability of seats. If you are interested in attending, please call 3537 Locust Walk.
M & M PEANUT/PLAIN
2.99 LB
Reg. 4.20

PEANUTS IN SHELL
.99¢ LB
Reg. $2.00

EFFECTIVE 9/26-30/83

HOUSTON HALL CANDY

Get this digital pen/watch FREE with a subscription to The Philadelphia Inquirer — daily and Sunday.

Because you want to know what's happening here and everywhere else in the world.

Sign up for campus delivery and stay on top of:
- News - World events, National, Local.
- Sports - Named "best in the U.S.A." by Associated Press.
- Weekend - Your complete guide to music, movies, theater and special city events.

And Sunday without the Sunday Inquirer is unthinkable!

The Philadelphia Inquirer
About 75 "test-tube babies" have been born since Louise Joy Brown was born in England in 1978. Tureck said there are "hundreds and hundreds" of women worldwide presently carrying children conceived in a glass dish.

Linda Johnson and her husband were born in England in 1978. Tureck added that damage to Linda's fallopian tubes makes a pregnancy by normal means impossible. When they turned to IVF, they read about HUP's program through a newspaper article, she said they decided minimally invasively to try it.

"In every other alternative, our options were limited," said Johnson.

Tureck entered the program in January. After IVF, the hospital had produced a new set of potential alternative arrangements. She is one of the patients of a successful in-vitro pregnancy. Before Johnson became pregnant, doctors in the program had attempted at least 30 operations like this on over 80 women, many of whom were older than 40 years old and had had physical problems in addition to blocked fallopian tubes.

Under the new guidelines, the program only accepts married couples in which the wife is under the age of 39 and has no physical problems other than damaged fallopian tubes, and the husband has a normal sperm count. After the fertilized eggs have reached the uterus through a special catheter, the procedure costs between $4000 and $4500, none of which is covered by health insurance. Tureck said the hospital has tried to keep costs at a minimum. However, the center is in a private program in the country.

When asked if they planned to give birth to a test-tube sibling, Bob Johnson said they did, but plans to wait. "I want to wait and see if they can continue," he said.

Tureck performed the procedure on Johnson in the third week of January, and a procedure on another woman in February. "They had both been successful," she said.

"We're very excited," said Johnson. "We're not sure what to expect."

"Our patient's success rate over the past six years has been very high," said Tureck. "We've had a 98 percent success rate."

The Writing Across the University Program invites interested faculty and students to a workshop with Professor of English KENNESSE BRUTEE Wednesday, September 28 - 7:30 pm Rooftop Lounge - High Rise North

Students of All Majors and Fields Invited

The Christian Association is now forming!! Call 642-5203 or 642-1875.

The BA-35 means you can perform the same type of calculations, amortizations and business functions that follow most business college and the rest of the best that the BA-35 has to offer.

A powerful combination: Think Business, With the BA-35 Business Analyst.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS Creating useful products and services for you.

If there's one thing business students have always needed, it is an affordable, business-oriented calculator. The Texas Instruments BA-15, the Student Business Analyst, is a portable, versatile business machine. It can be used to perform a wide range of business functions - just the kind of functions that are required in the classroom and office.

Get down to business faster. With the BA-35.
Looking for a professional, confidential setting to deal with anxiety, study problems, career confusion, relationship worries?

Sign up now for counseling groups starting this fall, led by a doctoral-level, clinical psychologist.

Individual counseling also available. Private office in Center City Philadelphia. Affordable students rates $45-7999

PM.K»

Instructor: Cheryl Skolnick
Please call to register

Hilled at Penn
202 S. 36th St. 898-7391

PM.K»

Computer expansion

(Continued from page 1)
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Computer expansion

and beyond corporate hardware, Cooperman said. "It's clear already that we're going to be able to solve some interesting things.

"Ultimately, computing is a University-wide level of ultimate magnitude," he said. "It turns out to be an area in which we're on a large-scale

basis, has an impact on everything.
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We are also seeking individuals with organizational skills to help with our administration.

Due to an Overwhelming Response the 1st training session has been postponed to 8:30 Monday, Oct. 3. If you had difficulty

set an initial interview.

Call 222-3130 to register for training and to
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Group seeks release of Raoul Wallenberg

By ANNE HILTON
Philadelphia Deputy Mayor Evelyn While will declare October 5 Kaoul Guslall Wallenberg Day at a City Hall forum on the Swedish World War II hero today. The Raoul Wallenberg Committee of Greater Philadelphia organized the forum, which will be open to the public, to honor Wallenberg for his work in shielding Jews from the Nazis during the war.

Committee president Lela Eldman, a University alumna, said Monday that Wallenberg is still alive and is being held in the Soviet Union. The Soviets have said that Wallenberg died many years ago.

Former Philadelphia Congressman Joshua Eilberg and international law expert Morris Wolff, a professor at the University of Delaware Law School, will speak at the forum.

Wolff has testified at Congressional hearings about Wallenberg and will file suit against the Soviet Union in the fall on behalf of Wallenberg's brother.

The forum will begin at 4 p.m. today in room 202 of City Mall, the mayor's reception room.

Wallenberg, a member of a prominent Swedish family, was a diplomat for neutral Sweden during the war. He served on the War Refugee Board in Budapest, Hungary.

According to Lela Eldman, Wallenberg, a devout Lutheran, risked his life in order to save passports to 100,000 Hungarian Jews from extermination. While in Hungary, he bought passports for them, flew the Swedish flag over their dwellings, and provided the Jews with false Swedish and neutral papers.

He also worked to save the lives of anti-Nazi Catholic groups which were being deported, she added.

In 1945, the Soviets annexed Hungary and invaded Communist regime. Eldman said the Soviets kidnapped Wallenberg and have held him up as a prisoner.

The United States declared Wallenberg its second honorary citizen - Winston Churchill was the first. The law establishing Wallenberg's citizenship also asks the president to secure the release of Wallenberg or a detailed account of his passing.

Eilberg has been active on Capitol Hill, trying to instigate efforts towards Wallenberg's release. In a telephone interview, Eilberg explained that Congress has the power and the duty to see that laws that are passed are carried out.

"Usually, when a bill is passed into law, the executive branch of the government begins to work, but that has not been the case in this instance," Eilberg said.

Eilberg said that the executive branch has done little to bring about the release of Wallenberg. There has been a mere "handful of efforts," he said.

Eilberg said that he will speak at today's forum in order to explain what needs to be done to secure Wallenberg's release, and to summarize his actions so far on the Hill.

From EYEGlass ENCOUnTERS
the brightest ideas in sight

Venture to Far Off Lands with an International Dish of Wine or Beer

NEW YORK TIMES SUMMER 

The New York Times
Philadelphia

AUTUMN SPECIALS

September Special

1 yr - $250

ENDS THIS FRIDAY

FREEZING, GROUP RATES AVAILABLE.

-STOP IN OR CALL FOR A FREE TRIAL APPOINTMENT-

University City Mall - 4009 Locust Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104
382-9010

September Special
As a Nuclear Propulsion Engineer, a naval officer is a problem solver. He finds solutions for mechanical plants, experience and knowhow into a nuclear propulsion. He learns to plan, direct, supervise and get a job accomplished. He puts his theory and the best technical and managerial training program in nuclear power generation available anywhere. It is for the best in engineering! The Navy operates more than two-thirds of the nation's reactors and has pioneered new concepts in areas such as preventive maintenance, operational and casualty procedures, and design.

If you have a 3.0 or better in an engineering or hard science curriculum and want both the prestige as well as responsibility with a leadership role with the best of your contemporaries in a challenging environment, why not explore this employment opportunity. If selected, you would also receive the following benefits.

- A SCHOLARSHIP PAYING OVER $27,000 DURING YOUR JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEAR
- A YEAR OF GRADUATE-LEVEL TRAINING IN THEORETICAL & APPLIED ENGINEERING
- A $25,000 STARTING SALARY WHILE IN TRAINING
- OVER $42,000 SALARY AFTER FOUR YEARS
- FREE MEDICAL AND DENTAL CARE AND MOVING EXPENSES
- 30 DAYS PAID VACATION A YEAR

For information, send: LT. DAN HOLLOWAY NAVY NUCLEAR PROGRAMS CODE 202H 125 WEST BROAD ST. PHILA., PA. 19102
Volleyball seventh at Temple—

Ivy Roundup—

Q. "Need a resume?" 

A. "DP Graphics. We can provide you with a distinguished quality resume at the lowest possible price, and fine personalized stationery." 

As soon as you have composed your draft, stop by and see us.
Volleyball seventh at Temple
Inconsistency plagues Penn in Invitational

By STEVE BERKOFFITZ
After an 11-0 start, everything looked good for the Penn volleyball team at the Temple Invitational. A couple of losses in the consolation bracket, however, were enough to cause the team to fall short.

"It's a combination of things," he said without interrupting. "We've had some good stuff offensively, but our defense has been a little shaky. The team played well against Maryland, but then we were outscored by Temple." Still, it is not likely that the Bisons will be considered a threat in the Ivy League.

"We've had some good stuff offensively," he said. "We're just having trouble putting it all together." He couldn't point to any one reason for optimism. "But we're not discouraged. We're just going to keep working." He couldn't point to any one reason for optimism. "But we're not discouraged. We're just going to keep working.

"Ivy Roundup
Ivy Roundup
W. Tennis has mixed results at Syracuse

By RICHARD REID
If you're looking for a less demanding match against the Bulldogs' third single player, this one is a must-see. The Yard player and Robins played very well.

"It was very tough to go against the Yard because they're very good," Robins said. "I only had a half-hour practice before this match and my serve wasn't as good." He wasn't as good.

After the Yard match, Robins faced a strong William & Mary player and got a win in four sets. He is now 1-1 for the season.

"It was a really good weekend," Robins said. "I think I'm ready to play in the tournament again." He is now 1-1 for the season.

Lightweights optimistic after dropping scrimmage to Army

By STEVE GOOLDS
Bucking a losing season so far, the lightweight football team still found optimism in the loss.

"They did it, although a couple of plays were close, " Robins said. "I'm ready to go back to work and get ready for the next game."

The Quakers had the ball on the opening drive, but a spectacular defensive effort by the Cats and a missed field goal after a third-and-goal at the 5-yard line kept the game scoreless. The Quakers failed to get the ball back.

ANNA OLENSIK
Semi-finalist with double teams

Soccer, Field Hockey face tests with local rivals

Physical West Chester on tap for Sage's squad

By STEFANIE KRASNOW
It is a fitting nickname. West Chester is normally known by the name of a physical school, but the Quakers are just as tough.

"Our communica-
physical school, but the Quakers are just as tough.

On Saturday, the undefeated Penn soccer team began its season with a 1-0 victory over Army. The Quakers were held in check by the Terriers, but were able to hold off a Franklin field wall and score on a free kick.

"It's not as 11 people brag about the name. We're just a physical school, but the Quakers are just as tough.

The Quakers are always looking for a way to improve their game, but they are not afraid of a challenge. We're always ready to face a new challenge."